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INTRODUCTION
AnEFLteacherapproachedoneofuswithaquestionaboutherstudents.Theywere'
good students, she reported that they had
she said, "reluctant readers." While they were
nointerestinreadinganytlringinEnglishapartfromtheirrequiredassignments.She
wonderedwhatshewasdoingwrong,orwhatsheshouldbedoingthatshewasn'tdoing.
Byallaccounts'thisparticularteacher'ssituationisalltoocornmon;itisareflection
ofstudents'experiencesofleamingtoreadEnglishasaforeignlanguagealloverthe
it a
world. In general , students learning to read English as a foreign language find

dfficultprocessan4asaresult,theydonotenjoyit'Eveniftheyareavidreadersin
wele, all too often they do
their first language' as this teacher said many ofher students
not become readers of English.
poSitive attitude toward
can reluctant readers be reached? can students develop a
and classroom
reading in English? we believe they can. Traditional approaches
questions or
practices, with their focus on translatioq answering comprehension
practicing skills such as finding main ideas, tend to ignore the larger context of students'

with
attitudes toward reading and motivation to read. The result, inevitably, is students
little or no interest in reading English.
Yet it is possible for students to discover the benefits and pleaiures of being able to
read in English. This can happen if extensive reading is incorporated into the EFL
curriculum. This article introduces extensive reading as a way of improving students'
attitude and motivation toward EFL reading as well as improving their proficiency in
reading and their English language ability. we begin by explaini4g that easy and
interesting reading material is the key factor in extensive reading. we discuss how to
gather a library of suitable reading materials and how to encourage students to read them'
I
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Finally, we propose several ways of fitting extensive reading into
the EFL curriculum.

An Ertensive Reading Approach
An extensive reading approach aims to get students reading in
the Engrish language
and liking it. It is an approach that sees reading not merely
as translation or as a skill, but
as an activity that someone chooses to do or not to do
for a variety ofpersonal, social, or
academic reasons. Extensive reading can be blended into
any EFL curriculum, regardless
of that curriculum's methodology or approach. For example, programs
which utilize a
reading skills approach can add extensive reading without
modifuing existing goals and

objectives. Extensive reading complements

curriculum because, while helping the
program achieve its objectives of teaching sfudents to read
and pass examinations, it
broadens those objectives and improves students' attitude toward
achieving them. Aa
a

overview of the characteristics of successfrrl extensive reading programs
is shown in
Figure l.

l.
2'

Students read as much as possible, perhaps in and definitely out
ofthe classroom.
A variery ofmateriars on a wide range of topics is avairabre so as to encourage
reading for

different reasons and in different ways.
3

'

students select what they want to read and have the fieedom to stop reading
material that fa's to
interest them.

4.
- 5'
6.
7.

purposes ofreading are usually related to pleasure, information and general
understandingThese purposes are detemrined by the nature ofthe material and the interests
ofthe student
Reading is its own reward. There are few or no folrow-up exercises after reading.
The

Reading materials arewell within the linguistic competence ofthe studentg in terms ofvocabulary
and grammar. Dictionaries are rarely used while reading because the constant stopping to look
up
words makes fluent reading diffcult.
Reading is individual and silent, atthe student's own pace, and, outside class, done when and
where the student chooses.

8.
9

.

Reading speed is.usually faster rather than slowet as sttdents read books and other material they
find easily understandable.
Teachers orient students to the goals of the progrant,
each student reads, and

10.

gzle

uplain the methodolog , keep track of what

students in getting the most out ofthe program.

The teacher is a role model of a reader

for snden*-an active member ofthe classroom reading

community, demonsEating what it means to be a reader and the rewards ofbeing a reader.

Figure
8)

I

.

Characteristics of successful extensive reading programs (from Day

& Bamford, 1998,

pp- 7 -
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The Importance of Easy and Interesting Reading Materials
As the word extensive suggests, this approach invorves students reading a great deal.
But getting EFL students to read extensively depends critically on what they read.
The

reading materials must be both easy and inreresting. Easy means materials with
vocabulary and grammar well within the students' linguistic competence. when

students

find no more than one or two difficult words on a page, then the text is appropriately
easy.

In our work with EFL teachers, we find that they are often reluctant to embrace the
use ofeasy, high-interest materials. Even though the mix of difficult and boring
materials
can be deadly, teachers and students alike often appear to be under the spell ofwhat
might be called the macho maxim ofreading instruction: no reading pain, no reading

gain. This is unfortunate because struggling with hard, dull material is not the way
become a willing EFL reader. Nor is it, in fact, the most efficient way of becomihg

to
an

able reader.

The BeneJits of Extensive Reading

Reading a large amount ofeasy rnaterial has a vital role to play in leaming to read
fluently. Firstly, it helps wean students away from word-by-word processing of text,
encouraging them instead to go for the general meaning of what they read, ignoring
(rather than worrying about) any details they do not fully understand. Secondly, by
meeting the same pattems of letters, words, and combinations of words again and again,
students process them more quickly and accurately and thus develop a sight vocabulary
(words that are recognized automatically). consequently, students increase their reading
speed and confidence, and can give more attention to working out the overall meaning of
what they are reading.

In addition, Paul Nation (1997) and Day and Bamford (1998, pp. 32-39) reporr that, in
study after study, extensive reading results in students making significant gains in other

of foreign language competence such as listening, writing, and vocabulary. For
example, in a study ofuniversity students who were failing their EFL classes, Beniko
aspects

Mason and Stephen Krashen (1997) found that extensive reading tumed the students

around. The students began with cloze test results behind those of a comparison class.
But after they each read about 30 English language learner literature books during the
semester, their cloze test results almost matched those

ofthe comparison class that had

had traditional reading instruction.

Why does extensive reading have a positive effect on language leaming?
Undoubtedly, part of the reason is that it provides increased exposure to English. The
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well
important role of comprehensible input in foreign language leaming has been
reading
documented by Krashen (e.g., 1989, 1991, 1993). But the impact ofextensive
language hard' and feel
may also relate to attitude. Many people find leaming a foreign
moreorlessinadequatetothetask.successfulforeignlanguagereadingexperiencescan
just quoted, Mason and Krashen say'
counter such feelings of failure. Indeed, in the study
the clear
"Perhaps the most important and impressive finding in this study is
of the once reluctant
improvement in attitude shown by the experimental students. Many
students

ofEFL became eager readers. Several wrote in their diaries that they were

anrazedattheirimprovement,'(1997,p.93).AsNationconcludesinhisl99Tarticle
in reading
(entitled ,,The Language Leaming Benefits of Extensive Reading"), "success

...makesleamerscometoenjoylanguageleamingandtovaluetheirstudyofEnglish,'(p.
l6)
Buitding a Library of Reading Materials
read in English is
The first task for teachers who want students who both can and do
When selecting
to find materials that their students will find easy and interesting to read.
rgadingmaterialsforanyagegroupandabilitylevel,teachersmusthavethestudents'

interestsuppermostinmind.AsColinDavissays,..Thewatchwordsarequantityand
and
variety, rather than quality, so that books are selected for their attractiveness
(1995, p' 329)'
relevance to the pupils' lives, rather than for literary merit"

Materials

for high-intermediate and advanced studenls. If money

is available, the

and advanced
task of building a library is relatively straightforward. High-intermediate
books,
students will probably enjoy reading carefully chosen English-language

A subscription to a local EnglishJanguage newspaper' or
published internationally, such as zy're International Herqld Tribune or usA Today, is

newspapers, and magazines.
one

general interest
sure to be appreciated by many students. Magazines are also popular:

magazines srrck as People with its celebrity interviews and gossip, or specialized
fields
magazines according to students' interests. If reading materials are in the students'

of interest, comprehension is made easier by the students' knowledge of the subject
matter.
Suggestions for titles of suitable books for more advanced leamers can be found

in

Brown (1988) and Mikulecky (1990), and these range from Laura Ingalls Wildet's Little
House on the Prairie to Lee Iacocca',s business autobiography lacocca. Henry's (1995)
appendix ofpopular book titles (e.g., Danielle steel's Accident; stephen King's carrie) is
useful for students in search of horror and romance (pp. 148-151).
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for intermediate and beginning stutrents.

For less advanced adult and
adolescent leamers ofEnglish, a useful source ofreading material
is books and
magazines produced for native-speaking children and teenagers.

children's books, with
print
big
and colorful illustrations, are relatively easy for EFL leamers to read,
and some
like Shel Silverstein's The Giving Tree and Ezra Jack Keats, The snowy Day
have much
to say to older learners. Best of all, they are short; some can be read in a few
minutes.
children's magazines are also worth investigating, and Magazines
for Kids anrJ Teens
(Stoll, 1997) lists more than 200 magazines by target age and subject. popular
teen

literature, such as novels by Judy Blume (e.g., Deenie; h's Not the End of the lrorrd;
and
Paula Danziger (e.g., The Cat Ate My Gynsuit), are often much enjoyed by
high_
intermediate learners

ofall ages. Finally, not be to overlooked

are the pleasures of comic
books, from Mickey Mouse, beloved by all ages, to (if culturally appropriate) brutally
violent adults-only fare like Spawn.

For beginning and intermediate students, however, by far the most suitable reading
materials are books, magazines, and newspapers especially written for EFL leamers. This
language learner literature is published in growing quantity, variety, and sophistication
by

both local and global publishers. There are hundreds of attractive fiction and non-fiction
books appropriate to students ofvarious ages and interests, including folk tales and
science fiction, thrillers adapted from best-selling writers like John Grisham,s The Client.
classics, travel guides and novels based on popular movies or TV shows like Balnuatch

(schwartz, 1997). Titles ofbooks are listed inthe catalogs of such publishers as oxford
University Press, Longman, and Heinemann. To make selection easier, the appendix of
Day and Bamford (1998) includes a bibliography of600 titles ofhigh-quality language
leamer literature in English divided by student ability level (pp. lj 4-21i.).

Materials

for children. No less than for older

learners, reading material for children

learning English must be chosen so that they will be both understood and enjoyed.
Carefully-selected books ofchildren's literature can provide the core ofa library, and
both Brown (1994) and Allen's 1994 article "Selecting Materials for the Reading

Instruction ofESL Children" have lengthy bibliographies of suggested titles (pp. 12813 1).

Working with limited funds. When money is scarce, building a library is more
difficult but not impossible. Ifthe Intemet can be accessed, it can be a source of
extensive reading material, and an article by Beverly Derewianka in the 1997 collection
Successful Strategies

for Extensive Reading

(Jacobs, Davis

& Ranandya, Eds.) makes
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suggestions for where and how to find

it.

In the same volume' Propitas Lituanas (1997)

past and present, and teachers'
describes how, in her school in the Philippines, students,
for an extensive reading
active and retired, were asked to donate books and magazines
Lituanas also describes
program. Embassies and other institutions were also approached'
..Involving students in writing letters to ask for
positive aspect ofresource constraints:
a

these materials provides an opportunity

fof them to write with

a real purpose"

(p' 28)'

we do not get to choose exactly
She continues, "Because we are not buying the materials'

whatwewanf,(p.29).However,..insomeways'becausethestudentsthemselvestook
more" (p' 29)'
part in getting the materials' they value the program even
Many of the donated books
Obtaining donated reading material is only a beginning'
the library' Each item must
magazines will be of little interest to the students using
and

books. In order to create a collection attractive
'
among the many donated
to students, it is far better to choose a few suitable items from
be considered as carefully as when buying

thantosimplyaddthemalltothelibrary.Next,aswithallextensivereadinglibrariesfor
labeled by difficulty level so that
Ianguage learners, the materials should be clearly
English proficiency'
students can find reading matter suitable to their own

Aconsiderationwithbothdonatedmaterialandreadingmaterialfoundonthelntemet

isthat,intermsofdifficulty,itismainlysuitedtoadvancedlearnersOnewaytofillthe
produce their own reading
lack of material for lowerlevel students is for them to

interesting person I knod'or
material. students can dictate or write on topics such as "an
,.a place I recommend visiting.,, Teachers can consult the students about rewriting'
in natural language' The
editing, and correcting, helping students to express themselves
other classes, and the best can
t-rnished products can be read by the rest of the class and by
and Jeff McQuillan (1997'
be kept in an ever-growing permanent library. Beatrice Dupuy
program: 250
in the Jacobs et al. collection) describe how this was done in a French
great range of genres (p.
students produced a collection of400 handcrafted books in a

l7s).
Lowerlevel students should have access to published language leamer literature if at
all possible, however. Lituanas (see above) writes that one of her most successful
schemes was explaining to parents at a Parent-Teacher Association meeting how
(about
extensive reading would benefit their children. Parents agreed to donate 50 pesos
US$2) each for books, etc. This echoes Colin Davis writing about setting up extensive
reading programs in cameroon: "... even in developing countries Parent/Teacher
Associations have ways of collecting money ifthey are convinced ofthe educational
benefit to their children of supporting such initiatives" (1995, p.334). A few purchased
books can go a long way. Davis describes how one basket of books was used by several
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classes in rotation (p. 332). Damon Anderson (personal communication, July 24, 199g)
suggests that a book ofshort stories might be physicauy divided story by story so more

than one student has access to it at one time.

Exlensive Reading in Action

Culrural consitlerorions. Before introducing extensive reading in the classroom or
for homework, the role of the students' culture must be taken into consideration. while
reading is ultimately a solitary act by an individual, each culture has its own views
what reading is, and why and how it is done.

of

Teaching in a non-reading culture, or in one that does not attach importance to
reading for pleasure, makes the task olthe EFL reading teacher more complex. Robin

Smith's article, "Transforming a Non-Reading Culture,' (1997, in the Jacobs et al.
collection), provides an inspiring account of working in a secondary school in Brunei.
Among the strategies used by Smith and his colleagues were reading aloud to their
students, ensuring that books were attractively displayed and available, and joining a
book club to help individual students purchase books inexpensively. Smith cletails the
positive impact that extensive reading had on student self-esteem and general academic
results. Noteworthy, too, was the role played in the extensive reading program by
language learner literature, particularly the Heinemann Guided Reader series. These
books provided the vital and popular entry point for students not yet able to read teenage
literature and other library books.

Orientation. Because students have become so accustomed to wading through
difficult English texts, a sudden plunge into a sea of simple and stimulating materials can
be disorienting. It might not be obvious to serious-minded students, lor example, why
reading easy and interesting naterial should be a part of their EFL education. Nor do
students necessarily know how to go about choosing and reading books on their

own. It

is therefore important for teachers to orient their students to the goals and methodology
an extensive reading program.

If appropriate, the orientation can begin by contrasting extensive reading with
traditionaI kinds ofreading instruction (see Figure 2).

of
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Intensive
Read

accwately

Translate
Answer questions

Type

ofreading

Extensive

Class

goal

Read fluently

Reading

purpose

Get information
EnjoY

Focus

Meaning

difficult
Teacher chooses

Material

Easy

Not much

Amount

A lot

Slower

Speed

Faster

finish
Use dictionary

Method

Stop if you don't like

Words and

pronunciation

often

You choose

Must

Figure

2.

it

No dictionary

Charl contrasting intensive and extensive reading (fiom Day & Bamford, 1998'

p

l23)

The orientation should also include the ground rules of extensive reading:

.
r
.

select your reading materials, based on your interests and reading ability.

Don't use dictionaries.
Practice the skills of either guessing at the meanings of unknowr words or

ignoring them.

.
o

Don't be concemed with every detail. Keep reading in the face of difficulty and
go for the overall meaning.
Ifa book is boring or too hard, stop reading and find another book.

Such ideas capture the way that people usually read in cultures where reading is
widespread. If students are from such a culture, telling them to approach EFL extensive

reading in the same way as they read in tbeir first language will make it clearer to them.
Extensive Reading and the EFL Cwriculum
The ideal way to integrate extensive reading into the EFL curriculurn is through a
separate, stand-alone extensive reading course in which students read and report on their

reading to the teacher and other students (see Day & Bamford, 1998, pp. 126-139;
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& Jacobs, 1999). Realistically, however, for the majority of EFL

situations, a new course is impossible. There is simply too much to do already.
Alternatively, then, extensive reading can be included in the curriculum as part of an
existing course, as a non-credit addition to a course, or as an extra-curricular activity.
As part of an existing course. This possibility involves incorporating a certain
amount of extensive reading into a course already in the curriculum, regardless of the
content of that course (e.g., reading, writing, speaking). This is done by adding a
requirement that the students read a certain number of books per week or per semester.
For example, in a grammar-translation class, the teacher explains the benefits of extensive
reading and how to go about it, and then explains the requirement (e.g., reading one easy
book per week and writing a short report on it). The teacher also makes sure students
understand that they

will

be graded on or given credit for the extensive reading

assignments. Since class time is limited, most or all of the extensive reading would be
done as homework: Reading a book of language learner literature takes between 20
minutes and two hours depending on the level of the book.
One way to grade students on their extensive reading is to set a scale of credit in

relation to the amount they read. This could be done either in terms of books, or number
of pages read. For example, students who read 15 books a semester could have 15 points
added to their final grade.

As a non-credit addition to a course. If there is simply no way whatsoever that class
or homework time can be given to extensive reading, then teachers might consider

making it an optional part of their EFL courses. As an inducemertt to read, teachers can

tell their students the rewards of extensive reading (e.g., they will enjoy it; their reading

will improve; they will

increase the size of their vocabulary). The teacher would then

encourage the students to read on their own, according to their interests and for their

enjoyment, and the teacher would keep a record of this reading. Students would need to
understand that the extra reading is optional and not a formal part of the course. At the
same time, teachers can consider giving extra credit that might influence a student's

grade,

if the student were on the borderline between, say, a B

final

and a C.

As an extro-curriculor octivity. A third possibility for adding extensive reading to an
EFL program'is through an extra-cunicular reading club. It could be organized and
conducted like other extra-curricular activities. A teacher would be in charge; it would
meet after school; and

it would be open to anyone taking EFL courses. A membership
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fee might be necessary

if suitable reading materials

are not available and need to be

purchased. Having regular reading activities and goals helps create and sustain
motivation and interest. For example, members might meet once or twice a week to give
oral reports on books they have individually read. In addition, they might all read copies
ofthe same book silently and individually. and then. as a group' discuss it chapter by
chapter and help each other with the meaning of

difficult words. The club can also

organize regular reading marathons in which each student aims to read a certain number

of pages during a set period of time.
A less structured form ofan extra-curricular reading club is a reading/study lounge
filled with attractively displayed English books. Smith (see above) describes how the
lounge at his Brunei school fills with students at breaks and after exams are over. An onduty teacher helps students choose and return books (p. 36).

Follow-up lo Reading
How can a teacher know ifstudents are actually reading, or that they are
understanding what they read? The standard way is to have students answer questions,
and publishers usually include a page or two of such comprehension questions at the back
of their language learner literature books. Another common way of checking reading is to
require students to write a short summary of what they read.
But however convenient such forms of follow-up may be for the teacher, they tend to
spoil the enjoyment ofreading for the students, reducing it to just another school activity.
These common forms of follow-up also give no indication to the teacher of how much a
student enjoyed reading. It is far more in the spirit of real-world reading for students to

let the teacher or each other know what they felt personally about what they read.
Students can write a paragtaph or two (in English or their own language) about their
reactions to a

book. If the teacher

has also read the same book,

it will be obvious even

from a student's brief comments ifa book was read and how well it was understood.
Reaction reports are enjoyable for teachers to read because they give insights into
students' thoughts and feelings. They also indicate to what extent a student is developing
into an eager reader of English. And if teachers respond to students' reaction reports with

their own comments or questions, the reports help to establish a reading community in a
way that answering comprehension questions and writing summaries never can. Teacher
comments on students' reports can range from longer remarks to a simple,
enjoyed the book."

"I'm glad you
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The Role of the Teacher
The EFL teacher introduced at the beginning
of this article enjoyed reading both in
her own language and in English. Indeed, it
was being

a reader_and knowing how
pleasurable and usefur reading can be-that
sparked her concern that her students didn,t
read in English. Interestingly, the fact that she
is a reader can be a part of the solution
to
her problem' because the best way to introduce
students to the pleasures ofreading is to
interact with them as a reader as well as a teacher.

Teachers can begin by reading some of the easy
Engrish books or other materials that
their students are reading. This allows teachers to recommend

books to individual

students or to the whole class. Teachers might
show students the cover and the title ofthe
book and invite them to speculate on what the book
is about. They can arso point out and
read the cover b rurb-the brief text that sumnarizes

the story or introduces the book in a
tantalizing way. Some students may have little idea of how
to choose an English_
language book that interests them, and this is a lesson
on how to go about it.
Whenever teachers feel it appropriate, they can read
aloud to the students a paragraph
from a book that they rike from their own English reading.
or it might be a poem, part of
a newspaper article or an item from an Internet site.
Teachers can post these and other
interesting items on the classroom wall and invite students
to do the same. In ways such
as these' the teacher acts as a role model of a reader.
Together with other incentives (e.g.,
setting aside a special shelffor the most popular books in the class
library; encouraging
students to write book reviews for the schoor newspaper, or
draw posters for the school
library) teachers are building a reading community with their students-a
community
people who are enjoying and sharing English reading, and are
making it a part oftheir
lives.

of

Conclusion
Most EFL teachers must, first and foremost, make sure that their students do well in
their courses and pass the required examinations. But a teacher can, at the same time,
achieve the broader goal ofhelping students become English readers by making sure that
they have access to easy, interesting reading materials. This is the beginning ofreaching

reluctant readers because it allows students to discover that they can actually read English
and enjoy it. The more students read and the more they enjoy it, the more likely it is that
they will become students who both can and do read in English.

At the same time, extensive reading supports all aspects of an English-language
program. To borrow Colin Davis" words, "Any ESL, EFL, or L1 classroom will be
poorer for the lack ofan extensive reading programme of some kind, and will be unable
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